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Uncertainty Quantification

• Simulations imply models, their numerical discretization 
and their deployments on computers 

• Errors: observational, modeling, numerical, computing  

• Bayesian Uncertainty Quantification and Prediction   
(UQ+P): effective integration of Data with Simulation 
models 

• Aggregate scientific knowledge obtained by ensembles 
of simulation runs
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Bayesian UQ: Model Selection and Calibration

Use observations to select the model classes 
and estimate their parameter values such that 
the model predictions best fit the data

Pr (MDi|D) =
f (D|MDi)Pr (MDi)

f (D)

MODEL CLASS  SELECTIONPARAMETER ESTIMATION 

f (✓i|D,MDi) =
f (D|✓i,MDi)⇡ (✓i|MDi)

f (D|MDi)

Experimental Data:  D

Experiments Physical limitations

Past studies


Expert elicitation
f (D|MDi) =

Z
f (D|✓i,MDi)⇡ (✓i|MDi) d✓i

Evidence of Model Class



Example: Discrete Element Method
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Setup Experiment

Data
by the Finite Element Method. However such an approach is
from the computational viewpoint too time-consuming. There-
fore several simplified force models [9–20] were developed and
applied instead. These models do not account for effects like
breakage which was studied in detail for glass spheres by
Salman and Gorham [21]. A review of some of the models
summarized here was performed earlier by Schäfer et al. [22],
Stevens and Hrenya [23] and Zhang and Vu-Quoc [24].

In dry, non cohesive, granular media forces are only acting
between particles being directly in contact. Commonly the
particle shape in Discrete Element Simulations is restricted to
spheres in 3D and discs in 2D. If more complex bodies need to
be incorporated in a simulation these bodies are often realized
by overlapping and combining spheres to clusters [25]. A
collision between clusters can be handled by analyzing
collisions between cylindrical or spherical bodies. A collision
of two simple spherical bodies is shown in Fig. 1.

Forces acting between the two spheres are decomposed into
normal and tangential components. The formation of tangential
and normal stress during the impact can be described as a
decoupled problem. Normal stresses in the contact zone are not
influenced by tangential stresses. In this work we limit
ourselves to normal impacts and therefore normal forces.
The normal unit vector points from the mass centre of particle
j to i:

Yn ¼ ðYxi−YxjÞ=jYxi−Yxjj: ð1Þ

The particle deformation during the contact is characterized
by the overlap or displacement ξ of the two particles:

n ¼ −ðRi þ RjÞ þ ðYxi−YxjÞdYn: ð2Þ

In this equation, the particle radii are given by Ri, Rj and
their positions by Yxi;Yxj. The normal velocity ξ̇, also referred to
as the displacement rate, is obtained from the relative velocities

Fig. 1. Definition of the quantities used for description of the contact.

Fig. 2. (a) Normal force YF nðtÞ, (b) Displacement ξ(t), (c) Displacement rate ξ ˙(t) and (d) Normal force YF nðnÞ for a binary collision of a rubber and a aluminum half
sphere [26].
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Example: Discrete Element Method
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Π4U: HPC Framework for Bayesian UQ
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✓Platform agnostic task-based parallelism 
✓Multi-level parallelism  
✓Transparent load balancing 
✓Extensible/ built upon the TORC tasking library

TMCMC 
ABC-Subsim 

CMAES 
…

⎨

Hadjidoukas, P.E., Angelikopoulos, P., Papadimitriou, C. and Koumoutsakos, P. (2015) "Pi4U: A high performance computing framework for Bayesian uncertainty quantification of complex 
models", Journal of Computational Physics



Transitional MCMC: task-graph
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Generations Chain Posterior evaluation

Simulation runs 
Model evaluations
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HPC Challenges
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• Simulations
• variable computational cost
• can generate large volume of 

data
• Algorithms

• include multiple levels of 
parallelism

• introduce load imbalance
• Hardware

• variety of computing resources, 
highly heterogeneous

• Programming methodology 



Programming Approach - OpenMP
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void task(double *x, double *y) { *y = x[0] + x[1]; }

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double result[100];

#pragma omp parallel
#pragma omp single
{

for (int i=0; i<100; i++) {
double d[2];
d[0] = drand48(); 
d[1] = drand48();
#pragma omp task firstprivate(d, i) shared(result)
{
  task(d, &result[i]); 
}

}
#pragma omp taskwait

}

return 0;
}



Programming Approach - TORC
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void task(double *x, double *y) { *y = x[0] + x[1]; }

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
double result[100];
torc_register_task(task);
torc_init(argc, argv, MODE_MW);

for (int i=0; i<100; i++) {
double d[2];
d[0] = drand48();
d[1] = drand48();

torc_task(-1, task, 2, 
      2, MPI_DOUBLE, CALL_BY_COP, /* IN (PRIVATE COPY) */
      1, MPI_DOUBLE, CALL_BY_RES, /* OUT */
      &d, &result[i]);
}
torc_waitall();

/* print results */
return 0;

}

main(): the primary task 
of the application

A task function can:  
- spawn new TORC tasks 
- include sequential/parallel code 
- call an external application 
- submit a job



Runtime Architecture

MPI Process 
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Thread

Server 
Thread

Task Queue
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A1 A2 A3

B1 B2

Level

Transparent data movement 
Nested parallelism 
Load balancing through task stealing 
Task distribution schemes



Test cases

• UQ (and Optimization) for: 
• Molecular Dynamics (MD): GROMACS and LAMMPs 
• Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD): uDeviceX 
• Finite Volume Flow Solvers: CUBISM-MPCF 
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Test Case 1: TIP5-E water model
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• Calibration of the most widely used Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
model

• Target hardware platform: Piz Daint (Cray XC30) as CSCS 
• Each node: 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 + 1 NVIDIA K20x GPU

• A single posterior evaluation includes 
• 1+1 MD simulations using 

GROMACS on CPU+GPU 
• a Matlab-based post-processing 

stage




